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Long Distance

It’s a well-known fact that teenagers can’t see long distance. They can 
only see as far as the back corner of a sports oval, where the cool kids 
are smoking cigarettes and making out with mouths bracketed by zits. 
Beyond that point, the world obscures into vague, peripheral 
irrelevance. Whateverland. It therefore seemed odd that my high 
school would arrange for a busload of fifteen-year-olds to travel to the 
very centre of irrelevance, a mindboggling 2380 kilometres from our 
normal seeing range and into the blank void of the Australian outback. 

What do you pack for a journey into barren nothingness? Well, in 
my case, everything I could stuff into a duffle bag only marginally 
smaller than a Mini Cooper, including most of my wardrobe, a pair of 
black Dr Marten boots for hiking, John Lennon sunglasses, a 
disposable camera, a Walkman and mixtapes, a journal with a lock and 
key, my favourite stuffed toy, my favourite padded bra, zit cream and a 
huge feather comforter patterned with lions and tigers (to keep the 
monsters out at night).

We were headed towards the country’s red centre, to the world’s 
largest monolith, Uluru, but of course we didn’t care about enormous 
rocks or monumental deserts or the fact that, in the outback, you can 
see a zillion burning suns on the ceiling of night, a shooting star a 
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second. We cared only about the fact that, for three delicious weeks, 
our days would be spent pressed up against forty other teens in the 
small and breathy space of a moving vehicle – without parental 
supervision. 

We knew we’d left the suburbs when we saw a truck fly past with a 
bloodied kangaroo tangled in its bumper, little paws angled in haphazard 
directions, guts woven through the steel grill like a macabre cross-stitch. 
‘Ewwww!’ everyone on the bus chorused in disgusted delight. The 
outback roadside was littered with a hodgepodge of dead wildlife, each 
with its own halo of blowflies. You don’t often see death in the suburbs, 
and seeing so many lifeless mammals was like witnessing something 
illicit. But what was going on outside the windows was not nearly as 
exciting as what was going on inside the bus…. 

In the seat next to mine, there was Marike: an exceptional artist, the 
coolest girl in school, and as stylish as she was self-assured. I was in 
love with her, platonically speaking, though I wasn’t sure if I wanted to 
be friends with her so much as drape myself in her like a wolf-skin coat 
so I could navigate the world inside that much chutzpah. She had a 
mean streak in her too, but we were best friends, so I was never the 
target of her bite. I was safe next to this big, bad, beautiful wolf – 
protected, even. 

Then there was Kurt. He was new to our school and darkly 
mysterious, like Christian Slater in Heathers, and so, of course, when he 
spoke to me, each and every hair on my body stood to attention. When 
he accidentally brushed past me one time, electric currents ran through 
my bones. Strategising ways to sit closer to him consumed most of my 
mental energies.

There was Carolina, who’d been my friend since we were wide-eyed 
and clear-skinned. She taught me how to shoplift and carve a bong 
from an apple at a time when I was still memorising all the lyrics to 
Disney songs. She was way cooler than me, luminous and magnetic, 
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